port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you’ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you’ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest. www5 cty net ne jp - 1277974 kwjwxajbwjnqta archie 2008 10 13 mon 08 38 home more or less not much going on worth mentioning pretty much nothing seems worth, the big list vivatechnology - collaborate with big companies what s a lab labs bring startups and big companies together and are by far vivatech s biggest business opportunity twenty labs each focused on a sector are sponsored by leaders like orange bnp paribas la poste cisco and lvmh they hand pick the brightest startups in their category to
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